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...bringing back 50 years of quality boat building

530 X-RIDER
No matter what’s on your family’s boating agenda,
the new R530 X-Rider delivers
It’s true…SIZE really does matter! Designed to squeeze into the average suburban
garage, the R530 X-Rider redefines your expectations of how BIG a small bowrider
can actually be. Ski. Fish. The options are endless. Just add water and set your next
adventure free.

Coming in at a garage-friendly 5.3m (or under 6m on a trailer with a swing-away draw bar) the fun-sized
R530 X-Rider is a rare find in a market where boats are getting bigger, but new home lots are rapidly
shrinking. But don’t for a moment think that downsizing your Revival means compromising on space,
functionality or ride. The all new R530 X-Rider borrows the capable R530/R525 platform and dials up the fun
factor. Featuring a lockable anchor well capable of accommodating a full-sized winch, a convertible bowzone, generous underfloor storage, bait well rear drop in door and split-fold rear lounge, the R530 X-Rider
flicks a middle finger salute at the tinny brigade that have dominated the small bowrider niche...until now!

Length

Beam

Max Power

5.30m 2.20m 115hp
Revival Boats was founded
upon a desire to create versatile
hulls that responded to the needs
of Aussie boating families.

Tow Weight

People

1325kg 6

All Revival hulls are
meticulously handcrafted by
a talented team overseen by one of
Australia’s most respected
boat builders.

DISCLAIMER: The standard specification and inclusions of respective OffShore and WeekEnder editions have been carefully packaged by Revival Boats and cannot be varied. Should you wish to create your own unique Revival package, your dealer will work with you to customise the
standard SportZ edition with your choice of options and accessories to suit your requirements. Revival Boats Dealers may also stock their own variants which differ to the factory standard specification. Please confirm prior to purchase.

Fuel

100lt

Every Revival presents
outstanding value without
sacrificing on quality or service
and is backed by a 10 Year
structural warranty.
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